Sounds
- Ring, Ring, Pitch
- Bag, Chello, Violin, Song, Trumpet, Vocal

Sequences
- ABABAB
- Very thin, No cracking
- Smart phone, Violin, Chello, Ring tone.

Textures
- Fast phone not slow
- Very dense, not light a little bit of space
- Music very loud

Timbres
- Very loud, piano, chello, saxophone
- Flexible

Dynamic Shapes
- Broken chords the phone is still
Identify and describe the various ways you might use the musical elements to portray the characteristics of the new Smartphone in your jingle:

**Tempo:** I did my jingle very fast because the phone is fast.

**Rhythm:** I did short note then long note and slurs because the phone can flex and bend.

**Dynamics:** I made my thing sound because not break and

**Timbre:** I chose flute because it sounds good and the phone sounds good. I chose women because I needed lyrics. I choose Glockenspiel because it sounds flexible. Electric piano sounds modern and not old timey.

Teacher Feedback:

Lots of energy!

Great work. Make sure each part has a dynamic at the beginning.
## Peer Evaluation Form

### Composer's Name:

### Listener's Name:

*This section to be complete by the listener*

| What works well? (pitch, rhythm, harmony, dynamics, timbre, texture, form, and/or style/ articulation) | The electronic sounds worked really well. |
| What could improve the composition? | Little slower. Organize your instruments by sound. |

*What did you learn from the peer and teacher feedback that will help you make the composition more effective?*

*This section to be complete by the composer*

I learn what style
Smartphone Jingle

\[ \text{\( J = 130 \)} \text{ accel.} \begin{array}{c}
\text{Rhythm} \\
\text{Electric Piano} \\
\text{Flute} \\
\text{Women} \\
\text{Glockenspiel} \\
\text{Men} \\
\text{Cymbals}
\end{array} \]
Describe how the elements of music (pitch, rhythm, harmony, dynamics, timbre, texture, form, and/or style/articulation) are used to promote the new Smartphone, and portray its characteristics:

Lillian
Very slow to start
Good rhythm
Ver good lyrics

Anja
I think it needs to be a bit faster
Cool rhythm
Very good,
Little too short
Should have been lyrics if a jingle

Evaluate the composition citing specific examples of how the composition is or isn't appropriate in style, mood, and/or performance quality for the advertisement of the Smartphone.

good mood
tone, and timber

good style
to short
dynamics